Science
Animals including humans – describe the
change as humans develop (sex ed)
Properties and changes of materials –
Compare + group together everyday
materials
Dissolving and evaporation
-

Separating S,L +G

-

Irreversible change

ICT / computing
Power of the internet
How the internet works
Internet safety
Evaluate reliability of information

English
Shakespeare – Macbeth
Newspapers – reporting on a significant
event during Tudor times, such as the
Spanish Armada.
Choral poetry – street cries
Nonfiction – planning and creating buddy
books for children joining SJS in September.

Project Title: Power
Overarching Question: What is power
and how does it change?
Year 5

Music
Power and influence of music in the Tudor court
– children will study the role of music in Tudor
life and compose music for a Tudor banquet.

Art
Sketching/oil pastels-Tudor portraits and
study of Tudor artists

DT
Cooking – Children will design and cook a
Food from the Tudor times.

Graphic Modelling – Google Sketchup
Maths
PDL / RE
Power – to explore the concept of
power through Muslim faith.
Wisdom -

Number – place value, addition and
subtraction, multiplication and division,
fractions (including decimals and percentages),
measurement
Geometry – properties of shape, position and
direction
Statistics - Solve comparison, sum and
difference problems using information
presented in a line graph or table.

History / Geography
Changing Power of Monarchy – As part of
their post-1066 study, the children study how
the power of monarchy changed from 1509 to
1649, with particular focus on the reigns of
Henry VIII, Elizabeth I and Charles I. The
children investigate the key events of the
reigns of the monarchs and then use historical
evidence to assess which monarch was the most
powerful and why.
Europe – children locate the countries of
Europe and the major cities. They study a
region of France in detail and compare to
places they have studied in the UK.

